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Presentation and assessment 

Through this unit we will work on the topic of the global warming. This is a 

very important issue in the nowadays society and it is changing our planet.  

We will learn about animals affected by this change and habitats that have 

been altered completely. Do you want to know why? The causes and the 

consequences will be explained in this unit, as well as possible solutions that 

are taking place at the moment and some things that you could do at home.  

 

In order evaluate the unit your mark will depend on different aspects we will 

be working on, the percentages for your final mark are:  

 

 Participation  -  15 % 

 Dossier - 15 % 

 Glogster – 15% 

 Oral  presentation - 15% 

 Peer assessment -  10% 

 Final exam – 30% 

 

 Important information: This unit does not cover copyright of photos or original 

material. 
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1. Global Warming 

1.1 Changes in landscapes 

      

Work in groups (A, B, C, D). A Power point document is projected. Answer the 
following questions in your worksheets taking into account each single picture and each pair of 
pictures (2 different pictures of 4 different landscapes). Use the vocabulary and the possible 
answers provided.  

- Useful vocabulary to describe these pictures: 

landscape ground cars ice forest river 

water buildings cut down 

trees 

grass smoke ducks 

snow road glacier factories trees melting ice 

- Questions and possible answers for each pair of pictures:  

  

 What can you see here? 

 

 Here, I can see… 

 

 In this picture I can see… 

 

 Can you see any differences between these pictures?  

 

 (structure to follow) In the first picture there is/there are more…..than in the second one. 

 In the first picture… 

 

 (structure to follow) In the second picture I can see more/less …. than in the first one. 

 In the second picture… 

 

 (structure to follow) The first landscape is …..-er than the second one. (Example: This 

film is shorter than the other one.)  

 The first landscape is… 
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 (structure to follow) The first picture is more/less …..than the second one. (Example: My 

school is more beautiful than yours.)  

 The first picture is… 

 

 

 What can you see here? 

  

  

 

 Can you see any differences between these pictures?  

  

  

  

 

 What can you see here? 
  

  

 

 Can you see any differences between these pictures?  

  

  

 

 What can you see here? 
  

  

 

 Can you see any differences between these pictures?  
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1- The forest has changed because of … 

2- The glacier has changed… 

3- The city … 

4- The river … 

 

 

      

Match the landscapes on the left with the options on the right in order to answer the following 
question. Discuss your answers with your group members: 

 Question:  

o Why do you think this landscape has changed? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Now, write the answer for each pair of landscapes: 

 

1 

  

 

2 

  

3 

  

4 

 
 

It has changed because of: 

HUMAN ACTIVITY 

POLLUTION 

HIGH TEMPERATURES 

OTHER REASONS 
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 Questions: 

 What are the reasons 

why humans cut trees 

down? 

 

 Where do you think all 

this pollution comes from? 

 

 

 What has happened to 

the river? 

 Answers (possible beginnings): 

 Humans cut down trees to obtain/to 

get _______ and ________. 

 

 2- This pollution might come from 

_______ and _______. 

 

 3- The river is ____. 

or: The river has _______. 

 

  

 

Answer the questions below using the possible beginnings and the vocabulary provided. 

- Specific questions: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Vocabulary to complete these answers: 

dry water paper plants 

cars minerals dried up wet 

wood plentiful factories animals 

 

         

Complete the missing letters:  

Today we have seen some changes in different landscapes. These changes 

happen because of pollution, human activity and high temperatures. 

Pollution and human activity cause:   

G_ _ _ _ _ W_ _ _ _ _ _. This phenomenon causes high temperatures, a 

dangerous problem for our planet. 
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How do these videos make you feel? Write a word that describes your feelings 

about these videos in the piece of paper provided. You have 1 minute to think about it and write 

it. Here are some words to help you: 

    

Calm indifferent sad  terrified 

Optimistic unconcerned worried  angry 

happy disinterested bad indignant 

- A video is going to be played again. Try to copy as many words as you can in a piece of paper. 

We will watch it twice if necessary. This will be helpful for the next activity. 

 

    

We are going to create a classroom poster with your ideas about the topic and your feelings 

after this first session.  

1.2 Endangered species 

 

Match each word with its definition.  Compare your answers with your group 

mates.                                                                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                       

a) Pollution 

b) Glacier 

c) Flooding 

d) Melt 

e) Firewood 

f) Forest 

g) Habitat 

h) CO2 

i)Endangered 

1- To be changed from a solid substance into a liquid. 

2- Wood used as fuel for a fire. 

3- A large area of land covered by trees and other plants 

growing close together. 

4- The process of damaging the air, water, or land with 

chemicals or other substances. 

5- A situation in which water from a river or from rain covers 

large areas of land. 

6- A very large mass of ice that moves very slowly. 

7- The type of place that a particular animal usually lives in or 

a particular plant usually grows in. 

8- With chances to disappear from the world 

9- A gas without colour or smell, produced when you breathe 

out or when substances containing carbon are burnt. 
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The teacher is going to give each group some pictures of animals, some other pictures of habitats 

and a card with a text on it. You need to match each animal with its habitat and the appropriate 

text. 

 

 
 
 

                                               

                                                                                                                 
 Make groups of 4 people and choose an animal.  

 Write 5 sentences below about their habitats and its problems related to global 

warming. 
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1.3 Greenhouse effect 

             

 

Watch the video on the big screen that explains the greenhouse effect. Once you have watched it, 

try to number the following sentences in the correct order. 

The Sun is much hotter than the Earth and it gives off rays (radiation) that travel through the 

atmosphere and reach the Earth. __ 

The greenhouse effect is a natural process and it warms the Earth. __ 

The rays of the Sun warm the Earth and heat from the Earth then travels back into the 

atmosphere. __ 

There are some gases in the atmosphere which trap the heat escaping from the Earth and stop it 

from travelling back into space. __ 

Without the greenhouse effect the Earth would be very cold, too cold for living things, such as 

plants and animals. __ 

These gases are called greenhouse gases. __ 

The Earth is surrounded by a layer of gases called the atmosphere. __  
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THE GREENHOUSE GASES                                                                                                                                                               

The teacher is going to give an explanation about the greenhouse gases using a power point presentation. Fill in the grid while the presentation is 

being held. Once the presentation is finished you need to compare your answers with your group-mates. Then, we are all going to correct it 

together. 

 

Type of gas Naturally produced or man-made? How is the gas produced? 
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The Greenhouse gases 

The atmosphere which surrounds the Earth contains the Greenhouse 
gases, sometimes in very small amounts. These gases are very 
important in keeping the Earth’s temperature at the correct level so 
that we can live. To do this, the amount of greenhouse gases in the 
atmosphere must be kept at the right balance.  
 

Carbon dioxide is produced naturally when people and animals breathe. 
Plants and trees take in and use carbon dioxide to live. Volcanoes also 
produce carbon dioxide. Methane comes from cattle as they digest their 
food.  
 
Some of the activities of man also produce greenhouse gases. Carbon 

dioxide comes from the burning of fuel such as coal, oil and 
gas. These are called fossil fuels. We burn fossil fuels to make 
energy, which gives us heat and light in buildings. Methane 
can be released from buried waste. For example, the rubbish 
that is collected from our homes by the dustmen is buried in 
large rubbish dumps. This buried waste will produce 
methane. Another group of greenhouse gases includes the 
chlorofluorocarbons. The name for these gases is rather long 
so they are called CFCs for short. CFCs have been used in 
aerosols, such as hairspray cans, fridges and in making foam 
plastics. They become dangerous when released into the atmosphere, depleting the ozone layer. 
 

 

               

Answer the following questions about the greenhouse effect, try to use your own words. In the 
next class you will need to hand in your answers in a sheet of paper. 

1. What is the greenhouse effect? 
2. Is the greenhouse effect good or bad? Why? 
3. What causes the greenhouse effect? 
4. Where do the greenhouse gases come from? 

 

 

            
In the following page there is a crossword with the vocabulary we have been learning. Work with 
your group mates. You need to identify the following words: 
 
Atmosphere Greenhouse Chlorofluorocarbons Ozone Pollution Methane
 Global Warming 
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1.4 Effects of Global Warming 

 

            

The teacher is going to give an explanation about the effects of global warming using a power point presentation. Fill in the grid while the 

presentation is being held. You need to identify the name of the effect, what causes it and the direct consequences. Once the presentation is 

finished, you need to compare and discuss your answers with your group-mates. Then, we are all going to correct it together. 

 

EFFECT CAUSE CONSEQUENCES 
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The effects of Global Warming 

Many scientists now agree that our activities are 

making the natural greenhouse effect stronger. If we 

carry on polluting the atmosphere with greenhouse 

gases scientists believe that it will have a dangerous 

effect on the Earth. 

 

A warmer Earth might lead to a change in the 

weather, including hotter summers. This may seem like a good idea, but a 

rise of a few degrees in temperature could change the conditions on Earth 

which are at present just right for life. 

 

Scientists agree that in Catalonia our winter 

and summer temperatures will increase and 

the weather will be warmer. In other parts of 

the world the effect will be different; some 

countries will become much hotter whilst 

others become cooler. There may be more 

storms, floods and drought, but we do not know which areas of the world 

will be affected. 

 

Higher temperatures will make the water of the seas and oceans expand. 

Some of the ice from ice caps and mountain 

glaciers will melt, and this melted ice will also 

cause the seas to rise. Higher sea levels will 

threaten the low-lying coastal areas of the 

world, such as the Netherlands and Bangladesh. 

Throughout the world millions of people and 

areas of land will be at danger from flooding. Many people will have to leave 

their homes and large areas of farmland will be ruined because of 

floodwater. 
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Throughout the world there is a great demand for water, and in many 

regions, such as the Sahel in Africa, there is not enough water for the people. 

Changes in the weather will bring more rainfall in some countries, but others 

will have less rainfall. 

 

It has taken millions of years for life to adapt 

to the conditions on Earth. A climate that 

changes too quickly will alter these 

conditions and affect the homes of plants and 

animals throughout the world. For example, 

the polar bears and seals will have to find 

new feeding grounds as the ice melts. Many 

animals and plants may not be able to cope with these changes and could 

die. This could lead to local or world-wide extinction of certain species. 
 

 

 

 

1.5 Renewable energies and recycling 

 

   

 

Answer these questions using your own words. Discuss your answers with your partner.                                                                

 

1) What does recycling mean? 
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2) Do you recycle at home? How? 

 

 

 

 

3) Do you use public transport? Why do we have to use them? 

 

 

 

 

 

4) Do you know where you have to put each material in order to recycle it properly? Can you 

explain it? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5) Do you know what sort of things we can do with recycled objects? 
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6) Do you know what environmental friendly means?  

 

 

 

 

7) What sort of things can we do in order to be friendlier with the environment?  

 

 

 

 

                                                                        

8) What kind of energies do you know? 

 

 

 

 

9) Do you know which of the energies in the last question 

are environmentally friendly and which not? 
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Follow the instructions of the teacher. Use the grid provided to write the text 
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The teacher is going to give an explanation about the renewable energies using a power point 

presentation. Fill in the grid while the presentation is being held. Once the presentation is finished, 

you need to compare and discuss your answers with your group-mates. Then, we are all going to 

correct it together. 

 

Renewable energies 

Characteristics 
 

 

BIOMASS ENERGY 
 

 

 

 

 

 

WIND ENERGY 

 

 

 
 

 

HYDROELECTRIC POWER 

 

 

 
 

 

SOLAR ENERGY 

 

 

 
 

 

GEOTHERMAL ENERGY 
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USEFUL INFORMATION 

 

 Biomass: This energy is derived from plants and animals. Biomass 

comes in many forms, the most common being wood. When we use 

plants as a source of 

energy we are converting 

their stored energy from 

the sun. Using the 

methane gas given off by 

landfills and animal waste 

is also becoming more 

common. Another 

increasingly popular form 

of biomass is in the form of 

bio fuels such as ethanol and biodiesel, which is also derived from 

plants and animals. 

 

 Geothermal: Uses heat generated by 

the earth’s interior. By drilling down 

into the Earth’s crust, much like we 

drill for oil, we can use that heat to 

generate electricity.  Geothermal is a 

good source for heating homes and 

buildings.  
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 Water (Hydropower): The energy 

contained in running water can be turned 

into electricity. Water, which is 

impounded or held behind a dam, is 

released through a turbine that spins a 

generator producing electricity. 

 

 Wind: As the wind blows it spins the 

large blades on a wind turbine and 

generates electricity.  

 

 

 Solar: The energy from the sun can be converted into heat and 

electricity. Sunlight can be captured using photovoltaic cells which 

convert the sun’s energy into electricity. Renewable energies are great 

because they don’t pollute and they 

provide energy from free, abundant 

resources. Currently only 

hydropower is widely used as an 

energy resource, while the other four 

types of renewable energy are not 

commonly used as primary energy 

sources. Reasons for their restricted 

use include the cost of specialty 

materials (e.g. photovoltaic panels 

are expensive to produce) and the 

fact that it can be difficult to distribute the power they generate. 
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The teacher will give you some cards and you need to match them. Follow the instructions given 

by the teacher. 

 

 

      

Choose a topic that we have been dealing with and make a glogster. The following day you will 

need to present it in front of the class. 

Step 1 

In groups of two, choose a topic that we have been dealing with during the unit (greenhouse 

effect, greenhouse gases, renewable energies, global warming…).  

 

Step 2 

Use the websites used in your dossiers to find information about the topic you have chosen. You 

will use this information in your virtual poster. 

 

Step 3 

Find at least two pictures and a video related to the topic.  

 

Step 4 

Access to www.glogster.com , register and create your own virtual poster. Use your own words 

and do not write too much (only the relevant information) 

Here you can see an example: http://mglover23.glogster.com/Wind-Power/ 

 

Step 5 

Make an oral presentation of your poster.   

 

http://www.glogster.com/
http://mglover23.glogster.com/Wind-Power/
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ANNEXES 

Creative Commons license 
 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/es/ 

 

  

 

 

 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/es/

